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ABSTRACT
We detail an absolute calibration analysis pipeline with one night of HERA-47 data from the Internal
Data Release 1 (IDR1; JD 2458042), part of the 1st HERA observing campaign (H1C). We tie the
absolute flux scale of the array to the GLEAM catalogue, and derive complex bandpasses accurate to
∼ 10%.

1. INTRODUCTION

Absolute calibration with the HERA experiment is complicated by the fact that it is a drift scan array with a narrow
beam. This means we are limited in the number of bright sources that pass through the center of our primary beam
throughout any given night, and makes us more dependent on accurate primary beam models in order to perform
absolute calibration. Previous memos have addressed various aspects of calibration for the HERA experiment, including
redundant calibration (Dillon et al. 2017), (relative) bandpass calibration (Nikolic et al. 2017; Carilli et al. 2017) and
delay calibration (Kern et al. 2017). Previous attempts at bandpass calibration have aimed to solve for relative complex
bandpasses assuming a non-realistic flux model for imaging and validation purposes. In this memo, we seek to address
the problem of setting the actual absolute flux scale, in addition to solving for a complex bandpass assuming a realistic
flux model. We show that with a handful of point sources picked from the GLEAM catalogue (Hurley-Walker et al.
2017) and cross-matched with the TGSS ADR1 catalogue (Intema et al. 2017), a fiducial frequency-dependent beam
model (Fagnoni & Acedo 2016) and the software tools presented in this work, we can derive a complex bandpass with
residual, unaccounted-for spectral structure fluctuating at the sub-10% level.
2. SOFTWARE AND DATA

The following software (with version or git hash) was used in the analyses contained in this memo:
• pyuvdata 1a3bf03ea8859d02a5c5e22fe5290f17fad653b4
• hera sandbox 276742463c56c3f8b4d55de67f39c794c96f434f
• hera cal e7f17e9b896a3482898dfb9087d3393e6c81b87f
• CASA 5.1.1
Many of the scripts and software presented in this memo come from hera sandbox/nsk/scripts repository, and
are themselves dependent on the standard modules in the HERA-Team stack.
Data used in this memo come from the Internal Data Release 1 (IDR1; JD 2458042), part of the 1st HERA Observing
Campaign (H1C). This data can be found on the NRAO Lustre servers, located at
/lustre/aoc/projects/hera/H1C IDR1/2458042. We start from the raw, uncalibrated data, which are the zen.*.HH.uv
miriad files. The analysis presented below is performed on both the XX (East-West) and YY (North-South) polarizations independently; however, for brevity, we only detail the analysis on the XX data.
3. CALIBRATION FIELD AND FLUX MODEL

To set our flux scale, we use the MWA GLEAM point source catalogue (Hurley-Walker et al. 2017) to identify sources
near HERA’s declination (-30.72152◦ ). From this catalogue, we use the GLEAM J0200-3053 source at RA 02:00:12.7
and Dec -30:53:27, with an integrated flux density of 17.5 Jy at 151 MHz and a spectral index α = −0.86, as both our
flux calibrator and complex gain calibrator. This source was also picked out from the TGSS survey and identified as
a possible HERA calibrator source by (Jacobs 2016). There are a few other nearby GLEAM sources with similar flux
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densities, which we include in our flux model because they contribute a non-negligible amount of flux. These sources
can be found in the script complist gleam02.py.
We start by finding the transit time of our calibrator source, given that it’s RA of 30.05005 degrees. We will look
for the four-minute duration over which it passes closest to zenith, given HERA’s latitude and longitude.
Listing 1. Source transit command
#!/bin/bash
source2file.py --ra 30.05005 \
--lon 21.4286 \
--duration 4 \
--start_jd 2458042 \
--jd_files ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.*.xx.HH.uv \
--get_filetimes

This script will give us the file our source is located in, and the UTC timerange of its transit, which we will use in
our primary beam correction and absolute calibration.
With this information, we now create a flux model for the GLEAMJ0200-3053 field. We do this via CASA component
lists, and then make a mock image cube, specifying a frequency range from 100 – 200 MHz with 1024 frequency channels.
Listing 2. Create flux model
#!/bin/bash
casa --nologger --nocrashreport --nogui --agg -c complist_gleam02.py \
--image \
--freqs 100,200,1024 \
--cell 60arcsec \
--imsize 512

This creates the image cube stored in the FITS file gleam02.cl.fits. Our flux model is not quite complete. We
now need to apply a primary beam to the model to create a “perceived flux model.” We do this by adopting the
electromagnetic CST simulations of the HERA feed and dish from the Cambridge Lab as our primary beam model
(Fagnoni & Acedo 2016).
Listing 3. Applies primary beam to flux model
#!/bin/bash
pbcorr.py --beamfile ../../Software/HERA-Beams/NicolasFagnoniBeams/NF_HERA_Beams.beamfits \
--outdir ./ \
--pol -5 \
--time "2017/10/15 22:55:49" \
--ext pbcorr \
--lon 21.42830 \
--lat -30.72152 \
--overwrite \
--multiply \
gleam02.cl.fits

Last, before we can use our perceived flux model, we need to import it to CASA Image format, which we do via
Listing 4. Imports FITS to CASA Image format
#!/bin/bash
casa --nologger --nocrashreport --nogui --agg \
-c "importfits('gleam02.cl.pbcorr.fits', 'gleam02.cl.pbcorr.image', overwrite=True)"
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4. PREPROCESSING

In pre-processing IDR1 data for absolute calibration, we begin by excising RFI from our raw data. This is done
with the xrfi module in hera cal.
Listing 5. XRFI run command
#!/bin/bash
xrfi_run.py --algorithm 'xrfi' --kf_size 13 --summary ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uv

We then apply the RFI flags to the raw data to create corresponding zen.*.HH.uvR files.
Listing 6. XRFI apply command
#!/bin/bash
xrfi_apply.py --ext R \
--overwrite \
--flag_file ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uv.flags.npz \
../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uv

After RFI flagging, but preceding absolute calibration, we flag antennas 0, 2, 11, 14, 50, & 98 from our data.
This is done because they are either malfunctioning (50 & 98), or were identified as unstable by our Antenna and
FirstCal Metrics. See hera qm for details on these metrics. In addition, with foresight, we will see that our calibration
procedure will additionally flag antennas 26, 84, 121, leaving 38 un-flagged antennas out of our original 47. The
HERA-47 antenna layout is shown in Figure 1, with functioning antennas marked in blue and flagged antennas in red.

Figure 1. HERA-47 array layout map, with flagged antennas marked in red.

5. ABSOLUTE BANDPASS CALIBRATION ON THE GLEAM J0200-3053 FIELD
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After converting our miriad files to uvfits format via the miriad to uvfits.py script, we are ready to pass our data
through an absolute calibration pipeline in CASA.

5.1. Calibration Steps
We absolutely calibrate our data with the CASA pipeline found in hera sandbox/nsk/scripts/sky image.py.In
this script, we input the model image we created before (gleam02.cl.pbcorr.image); we choose antenna 53 as our
reference antenna; we perform KG, A and BP calibration (explained below), and are making a multi-frequency synthesis
(MFS) image of our data and of our model. The calibration steps it takes (in the following order) are
1) K calibration: per-antenna delay calibration with the gaincal(..., gaintype=‘K’) task
2) G calibration: per-antenna mean-phase calibration with the gaincal(..., gaintype=‘G’, calmode=‘p’) task
3) A calibration: per-antenna mean-amp calibration with the gaincal(..., gaintype=‘G’, calmode=‘a’) task
4) BP calibration: complex per-antenna bandpass calibration with the bandpass(...) task
Each one of these calibrations takes all previous calibration solutions and applies them to the data on-the-fly before
proceeding. The reason why the mean-amplitude is separated from the bandpass calibration is merely for convenience
and utility: there may be a use-case for when one wants to get the rough flux scale across the band without having to
solve for a bandpass.
We plot the calibration solutions in Figure 2. We can see that for a few antennas, the mean-amplitude calibration
deviated low, meaning that the subsequent bandpass calibration had to compensate by having a higher average
amplitude across the band. This exchange between calibration solutions is not a significant issue, so long as the
final bandpass solution can compensate for slight imperfections in earlier band-wide calibration steps. Similarly, the
delay calibration for a few antennas seemed to deviate from their nominal solutions, causing a few antennas to have
phase wraps in their bandpass phase solutions to compensate. These offset delay solutions could be due to strong
RFI affecting the delay solutions, or imperfections in the flux model. We note that in the processing of running the
CASA calibration pipeline, antennas 26, 84 and 121 were deemed to have too poor signal to noise to return a reliable
calibration solution, and are subsequently flagged from the data.

Listing 7. Use sky image.py to absolutely calibrate the data.
#!/bin/bash
casa --nologger --nocrashreport --nogui --agg -c sky_image.py \
--msin ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvR.uvfits \
--source gleam02 \
--model_im gleam02.cl.pbcorr.image \
--refant 53 \
--ex_ants 0,2,11,14,50,98 \
--rflag \
--KGcal \
--Acal \
--BPcal \
--imsize 512 \
--pxsize 250 \
--image_mfs \
--image_model \
--plot_uvdist \
--niter 50 \
--timerange 2017/10/15/22:53:54~2017/10/15/22:57:50
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Figure 2. Calibration solutions for the flux calibrator. Top-Left: Antenna delay solutions in nanoseconds. Top-Center: Antenna

phase solutions in degrees. Top-Right: Antenna amplitude solutions. Bottom-Left: Antenna bandpass amplitudes as a function
of frequency channel. Bottom-Right: Antenna bandpass phase per frequency channel.

5.2. Smooth Gains and Convert to calfits Format
The bandpass solutions display a significant amount of spectral structure on both large, intermediate and small
frequency scales. It may be beneficial to remain agnostic as to the reliability of the small-scale bandpass spectral
structure: we do not want to accidentally introduce small-scale spectral structure into the data due to calibration
errors. This requires us to smooth our gains, but it is still necessary to choose a method for smoothing them and a
frequency scale to smooth out. We choose to use a Gaussian Process model to smooth the gains, which is a semiparametric, robust and flexible regressor. We do this with the skynpz2calfits.py script, which takes as a parameter
a maximum delay mode (or smallest frequency scale) to fit the smoothed model to. We set this parameter to be 200
nanoseconds, which is equivalent to spectral structure with a correlation length of 5 MHz. The script also takes our
gains and exports them to pyuvdata.calfits format.
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Listing 8. Gain smoothing and export to pyuvdata.calfits format

#!/bin/bash
skynpz2calfits.py --fname ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvR.ms.abs.calfits \
--uv_file ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvR \
--dly_file ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvR.ms.K.cal.npz \
--phs_file ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvR.ms.Gphs.cal.npz \
--amp_file ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvR.ms.Gamp.cal.npz \
--bp_file ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvR.ms.B.cal.npz \
--plot_bp \
--plot_phs \
--plot_amp \
--plot_dlys \
--bp_medfilt \
--medfilt_kernel 13 \
--bp_gp_smooth \
--bp_gp_max_dly 200 \
--bp_gp_thin 4 \
--overwrite

Figure 3. Top: Smoothed bandpass amplitude across frequency. Bottom: Smoothed bandpass phase across frequency.

Figure 3 shows the Gaussian Process smoothing applied to our bandpass solutions (reference Figure 2). The result
is a bandpass that retains the broad, non-parametric structure across frequency with little to no small-scale spectral
structure.
Having smoothed our gains and exported them to calfits format, we can apply them to the raw data using the
omni apply.py script and export the result to uvfits format. We use the ‘X’ extension to signify “flux calibrated.”
Listing 9. Apply absolute gains to raw data and export to uvfits
#!/bin/bash
omni_apply.py -p xx \
--omnipath ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvR.ms.abs.calfits \
--extension X \
--overwrite \
../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvR
miriad_to_uvfits.py ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvRX

5.3. Spectral Cube Imaging
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We would now like to image our absolutely calibrated data, and in particular, make a spectral image cube from
which to perform a spectrum extraction. We can make an image cube using the same CASA pipeline as before.

Listing 10. Make a spectral cube
#!/bin/bash
casa --nologger --nocrashreport --nogui --agg -c sky_image.py \
--msin ../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvRX.uvfits \
--source gleam02 \
--imsize 512 \
--pxsize 250 \
--image_mfs \
--image_model \
--model_im gleam02.cl.image \
--spec_cube \
--spec_dchan 5 \
--niter 50 \
--timerange 2017/10/15/22:53:54~2017/10/15/22:57:50

Here we have specified to make a spectral cube averaging over every five channels, and will make a spectral cube
for both the data and model columns in our measurement set. We have also asked it to make an MFS image as well.
Note that our model this time is not the primary beam-applied model (the “perceived flux model”) but the raw flux
model. This has no effect on the data because we aren’t performing any calibration, but it will mean that our image
of the model column will be that of the absolute flux model, not the perceived flux model.
Having made our spectral cubes, the last thing we need to do is to correct for the intrinsic primary beam response
across the field. In the script below, the first call to pbcorr.py corrects the MFS image, and the second call corrects
the spectral cube images.

Listing 11. Perform primary beam correction on MFS image and spectral cube
#!/bin/bash
pbcorr.py --beamfile ../../Software/HERA-Beams/NicolasFagnoniBeams/NF_HERA_Beams.beamfits \
--pol -5 \
--time "2017/10/15 22:55:49" \
--ext pbcorr \
--lon 21.42830 \
--lat -30.72152 \
--overwrite \
../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvRX.ms.gleam02.fits
pbcorr.py --beamfile ../../Software/HERA-Beams/NicolasFagnoniBeams/NF_HERA_Beams.beamfits \
--pol -5 \
--time "2017/10/15 22:55:49" \
--ext pbcorr \
--lon 21.42830 \
--lat -30.72152 \
--overwrite \
--spec_cube \
../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvRX.ms.gleam02.spec*.fits
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Figure 4. Left: MFS image of the absolutely-calibrated data with a primary beam correction. Right: HERA-47 (noise-free)

simulated image of the absolute flux model. The yellow circle marks the known position of the calibrator source.

We can now inspect our calibrator source and compare its recovered flux to our original flux model. Figure 4 shows
the MFS images (centered at 150 MHz) of the primary-beam corrected data and the absolute flux model (without
a primary beam correction). We can see by-eye that the flux scale of each sources looks accurate compared to the
simulated image of the flux model. To get a quantitative sense of the flux scale accuracy, we can perform a source
spectrum extraction on the primary beam-corrected spectral cube.
5.4. Spectrum Extraction
Our spectrum extraction uses the source extract.py script, which fits a 2D Gaussian to a localized region around
the desired source. It starts by identifying the peak flux in the image near the expected source, and cuts out a mask
in the shape of the synthesized beam centered on the peak-flux pixel. It then fits a 2D Gaussian to the pixels in the
mask, and returns the peak flux of the fit in Jy/beam, and the integrated flux of the fit in Jy. For the results below,
we quote the fitted peak flux (Jy/beam), which, in the limit that the underlying source is point-like, is equal to its
intrinsic flux in Jansky. The error bars are found by finding the RMS of the image in an annulus around the source,
which is likely to be a significant overestimate of the true uncertainty due to other radio sources in the field, and the
fact that the primary beam correction amplifies the noise in the image.
Listing 12. Perform source extraction on the data spectral cube and model spectral cube
#!/bin/bash
source_extract.py --source gleam02 \
--radius 1 \
--overwrite \
--gaussfit_mult 1 \
--ext ".spectrum.tab" \
--rms_max_r 2 \
--rms_min_r 1 \
../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvRX.ms.gleam02.spec*.pbcorr.fits
source_extract.py --source gleam02 \
--radius 1 \
--overwrite \
--gaussfit_mult 1 \
--ext ".spectrum.tab" \
../../data/H1C/2458042/zen.2458042.45361.xx.HH.uvRX.ms.model.gleam02.spec*.fits
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Figure 5. Top: Source extraction on GLEAMJ0200-3053 after primary-beam correction. Blue points show the source extraction

on the data, orange points show source extraction on a noise-free simulation of the input flux model, and the grey curve shows
the intrinsic point-source flux of the source. Bottom: The residual between the orange and blue points divided by the orange
points. The blue band represents ±10%.

Figure 5 shows the result of source extraction on the GLEAMJ0200-3053 source. The blue points and errorbars show
the source extraction on the data, while the orange points shows a source extraction on a spectral cube of a noise-free
simulation of the input flux model. The grey band shows the input point-source flux of the model. The orange points
are useful in identifying whether spectral structure in the blue points is due to calibration errors or due to sidelobes
of nearby sources stepping over the primary calibrator source: the spectral structure in the orange points is entirely
due to the latter, whereas the spectral structure in the blue points is a combination of both (and thermal noise). We
can see that a decent amount of the spectral structure in the blue points is mirrored in the orange points, suggesting
that those kinds of spectral distortions in the data are not due to calibration errors, but due to sidelobes of nearby
point sources (and therefore should be in our recovered spectrum!). One glaring exception is the broad bump at 138
MHz. This is likely due to either 1) a calibration error, 2) a source extraction error, or 3) unaccounted-for point source
sidelobes. Current evidence suggests that it is due to a sidelobe from a nearby source, based on its similarity in shape
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to the smaller sidelobe feature at 130 MHz, and due to the fact that we don’t see the same bump in the spectra of
other sources.
Overall, this result shows that our calibration nominally worked: the absolute flux across the band is unbiased with
respect to the input model–with some exception at the low-frequency end–and a decent amount of the residual spectral
structure can be explained as sidelobes from nearby point-sources. This spectrum is, however, not the final test our
calibration needs to stand up to. It makes sense that our flux model and our recovered spectrum match: if they didn’t
that would suggest our calibration failed. Even if our calibration “worked” it doesn’t tell us if our input flux model
was necessarily correct.
One way to test this is to apply our solutions to other fields in the GLEAM catalogue and compute their spectra. We
can also compare to different catalogues to compare the overall flux scales, however, there are a limited number of source
catalogues at similar declinations and frequencies. The other catalogue we cross reference is the TGSS ADR survey
by the GMRT (Intema et al. 2017). For example, while GLEAM quotes the integrated flux of the GLEAMJ0200-3053
source as 17.5 Jy at 151 MHz with a spectral index of α = −0.86, TGSS measures the integrated flux of this source to
be 22.3 Jy at 150 MHz, suggesting that although our data matches the adopted flux scale, we should be skeptical as
to the overall accuracy of that flux scale at probably the ∼ 20% level.
6. VALIDATING THE BANDPASS SOLUTION ON OTHER FIELDS

We pick out two moderately bright sources within a few degrees of HERA”s declination from the GLEAM catalogue.
The first is GLEAMJ0444-2809, which lies three degrees North of HERA’s declination but is a ∼40 Jy source, and
the other is GLEAMJ0024-2928, which lies closer to our declination but is a 16 Jy source. What we really care about
in these validation tests are 1) that the absolute flux scale is correct, i.e. that the spectra seem on-average unbiased
across the entirety of the band, and 2) that there is no significant amplitude slope across the band. Both of these
signatures would suggest either inaccuracies in our input flux model for the calibrator source, or inaccuracies in our
primary beam model, or a combination of both. Lastly, we will look to see if spectral deviations seen in our calibrator
source are also apparent in these sources. If the same spectral features appear in both, it would suggest a calibration
error has occurred. If not, then the spectral features are more likely to be caused by sidelobes from nearby sources,
noise, or errors within the source extraction method.
6.1. GLEAMJ0444-2809
This is a bright source located roughly three degrees North of HERA’s declination. GLEAM measures this source
to be 37.3 Jy source at 151 MHz, whereas TGSS measures this source to be 47.4 Jy at 150 MHz. Figure 6 shows
our primary beam-corrected MFS image of this field, along with an image of its flux model. Note that we do not
perform any form of calibration here: the use of the flux model is only in comparing the recovered data spectrum to
the GLEAM-quoted flux value we would expect to find if the calibration is accurate.
The extracted spectrum is shown in Figure 7, showing much stronger deviations from the adopted model. These
deviations cannot be explained as sidelobe structure from nearby sources because the trend is not reflected in the
orange points (at least not as sidelobes from sources in the flux model). The overall deviations of the blue points from
the orange points is somewhat disconcerting, as it likely suggests that the primary beam model is incorrect at ∼ 10%
level only three degrees from zenith, but overall it seems that the flux scale across the band matches the model.
6.2. GLEAMJ0024-2928
This is a weaker source, measured to be 16.1 Jy at 151 MHz by GLEAM and 17.6 Jy at 150 MHz by TGSS, however,
it lies within one degree of zenith. Figure 8 shows the MFS images of the source and model, displaying a more
densely packed field. Figure 9 shows the recovered spectrum, and unlike the previous source, shows on-average smaller
deviations from the model. One concern is that the overall flux scale seems slightly offset from the model, but this is
at the ∼ 10% level, which is within the realm of uncertainty on the GLEAM flux scale to begin with.
One particularly interesting thing about the spectrum of this source is that we don’t see the large bump at 138 MHz
that we saw in our calibrator source. If that bump was due to calibration error, we should expect to see it in this
source as well: we don’t, suggesting that it was either indeed source structure to begin with or an error in our source
extraction.
6.3. Full Night Waterfall
It can also be useful to look at a waterfall plot of the calibration applied to the entire night, with the caveat that
the gain solutions may have drifted slightly throughout the night, and therefore keeping in mind that the fidelity of
the solutions may be degraded towards the beginning and end of the observation. Regardless, even if the calibration
solutions drift, one would hope that drift to be smooth in time. Inspecting the absolutely calibrated data across the
entire night can therefore help assess the temporal stability of the array, and confirm redundant baselines indeed look
redundant.
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Figure 6. Multi-frequency synthesis image of the GLEAMJ0444-2909 field with a primary beam correction (left), and an MFS

image of a flux model for the field informed by the GLEAM catalogue (right). The yellow circle indicates the position of the
source-of-interest.

Figure 7. Recovered spectrum for the GLEAMJ0444-2809 source in the data (blue), and the recovered spectrum of its flux

model (orange). The grey line indicates the input flux in the model.

Figure 10 shows visibility amplitude and phase for each shortest East-West (14.6 meter) baseline in the array across
the whole night, having applied the absolute gain solutions derived from the GLEAMJ0200-3053 field. Indeed, the
amplitude and phases of the waterfalls look smooth in time and seem fairly redundant by-eye.
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Figure 8. MFS image of GLEAMJ0024-2928 (left) and the flux model (right).

Figure 9. Recovered data spectrum (blue) and model spectrum (orange) of GLEAMJ0024-2928
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Figure 10. Amplitude (left) and phase (right) waterfall plots for all (non-flagged) shortest East-West baselines across the whole
night after applying the GLEAM J0200-3053 absolute calibration solutions.

7. SUMMARY

We have conducted an absolute calibration of HERA-47 data across all of the Internal Data Release 1. Using
a handful of point sources from the GLEAM and TGSS ADR catalogue, CST simulations of the HERA beam, and
custom CASA and Python scripts, we are able to set the absolute flux scale of the array and derive a complex bandpass,
with residual spectral uncertainty at the 10% level. Further calibration considerations for HERA-47 include merging
an absolute calibration solution with a redundant calibration solution, and incorporating absolute calibration into
HERA’s Real-Time Processor, in addition to further research into the optimal smoothing of gain solutions.
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